New Features of the ReQuest Webserver
New capabilities with the July 2009 release of Serious Play 5.4 / 6.1 V5

Customizable Menus
Your webserver now has customizable
side menus. To change the layout of your
menus, browse to your system’s
webserver and click the “Settings” button
at the bottom.

Then select
“Web Site”
from the
settings
pulldown
menu

Then next to “Web Page Format, select
”Two Sidebars” or “Left Sidebar” from the
pulldown menu.

Once you have the menus set up
the way you want them, you can
also expand or collapse different
groups to make room for the
options you use more often just
click the
to collapse a group
then click the
to expand it again.

Two sidebars is the “classic” view
with some options on the left and
the right.

Left Sidebar stacks all the options
on the left, giving more horizontal
space for cover art and content.
All Options Collapsed.

Now Playing (F, N and S.Series Only)
Your F.Series webserver now contains a new
Music Library menu option, “Now Playing”.
This is a realtime set of transport controls
and metadata that you can use just like a
touchscreen along with a detailed Now
Playing playlist that is full editable (see
reverse for new editing options).
Controls include:
Volume and Muting
Play/Pause/Stop
Track Next/Prev
Album Next/Prev
(Performance Skip/Repeat in Classical Mode)

Shuffle/Repeat/Random
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Context Menus

iQ

N, F, S

Click in a blank space near any album, song, song,
artist, or cover art you wish to work with, and you will
see a new context menu.

Click in a blank space near any album, song, song,
artist, or cover art you wish to work with, and you will
see a new context menu.

This context menu will allow you to play the selected
music streaming to your computer, delete the selected
music, or add the selection to a playlist.

This context menu will allow you to play the selected
music streaming to your computer, play it immediately
in any zone, or queue it, adding it to the end of the
“Now Playing” list of any zone.

You can add your music to an existing playlist or create
a new playlist right from the context menu. If you
create a new playlist, it will then be available
throughout the system.

Adding to a playlist and creating new playlists
is exactly the same as in the iQ.

Here we have created a playlist called “Rolling Stones”
and now it is available right in the context menu.

Editing and “Edit All”

“Edit” does what you would expect, allowing you to edit just that
piece of information.

Click near any piece of metadata in a page and you will get a
context menu with the choices “Edit” and “Edit All”

“Edit All” makes all the metadata on a page editable at once,
allowing you to make extensive changes quickly and easily.

Click “Save” when finished to commit all changes.

Visit

www.ReQuest.com/help
for help with this and all other
ReQuest products!
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